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Despite extensive coastal reclamation in 
recent years, the small territory of Hong Kong is 
still short of easily-developed flat land. Evaluation 
of the use of underground space is worthwhile in 
land-use planning studies. Geological conditions 
in Hong Kong are generally favourable for the 
construction of rock caverns. Therefore development 
of underground space was a viable alternative to 
conventional above-ground development for a range 
of facilities and was worth pursuing. 
The existing underground network including 
all kinds of caverns mostly for sewage disposal and 
the transportation network. 
For the myterious feeling of underground 
space, this proposed another definition for under-
ground space. In the past, it is about death and to 
escape from the reality like the Jews were fleeing 
from the German after World War 2. 
For this thesis, there are new vertical ex-
pressi&n of time and space where vertical linkages 
l i l ^ evator as time machine. By doing so, city 
e}0lorerswill travel time through space. This thesis 
&med at providing an alternative way of exploring 
the metropolis in different levels. Therefore, the un-
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past, whereas, ground level will be the present episode and the 
roof space linking by the skyline will be the space of the future. 
By restructuring the existing air-raid precaution tunnels, 
something in the past with the defence character can be 
revitalized at once. 
I s i 
U laekiraiiRii 
With the development erf technology, humans have been 
able to create and use the spaces below ground for a variety of 
land-use types, most of which were dweitings. The most common 
usage of the below ground space throughout ancient history 
was primarily, yet not exclusively, limited to dwellings, food 
storage (mainly grains), mines, defense, and burial. Cave 
dwellings have been used over many eras, in some places, even 
until modem times, evidence of caves inhabited by humans 
during the Paleolithic period and afterward were found in southern 
France, Israel, northern China, south Africa, and many other 
sites throughout the world. 
1.1 listtrimil 
There are existing 17 disused air-raid precaution tunnels 
located in Hong Kong Island. 
Source of Information: investigation by Mott Hay 
Anderson Far East under Agreement No. Ce11/77. Further 
Information on t h ^ tunnels is available in the Geo-technical 
Information unit (GIU) of the Civil Engineering Library. Also, in 
Kowloon side, there are seven groups of disused air-raid 
precaution tunnels network. The existing underground network 
Including all kinds of cavern mostly for sewage disposal and 
the transportation network. 
The locations of different air-raid tunnels can be 
categorized as two types: Urban and Remote rural areas. 
' ^ s r H i l ^ ^ B 
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1.2 sman fabric 
Most of the air-raid tunnels are located along the coastal 
area and most of them are connected to the military barracks. 
They are used as storage for gun power and fortress. Also, 
these tunnels are mostly connected to the places where the 
military army stayed. 
U i m i a m 
In Lantau Island, where the "Fan Lau Fortress" located, 
there was once a barrack for coastal defence. 
For those airnfaid precaution tunnels lying under Lyemun 
(Hong Kong Side), the Lyemun Barracks area has been under 
military occupation for over one hundred years, land having first 
been acquired here by the War Department in 1847. Nothing 
was built on the site for forty years however and it was not until 
1890 that the fortifications were complete. Guns were installed, 
the purpose being to cover the eastern entrance to Hong Kong 
Harbour, and a cave was excarvated by the watertine to house 
the winding gear for a boom that could be stretched across the 
Lyemun Gap to prevent hostile Canadian battalions arrived in 
the Colony 2 weeks before the Japanese invaded. 
2 J _ H t 
Hong Kong is the segmented city with diversity of 
narrative facades within the urban fabric, but there are only a 
few types of urban buildings. At the ground level are many kinds 
of shops,workspaces, and storage spaces, separated into small 
units of the same building type and alt open to the street. Since 
Hong Kong is fascinated city with outer surface expressing vivid 
urban life. It is both nostalgic and brilliant. Making use of the 
underground space as an supplement and reflection of the city 
above ground can enhance life under the earth. For the nature 
of the existing underground structures is quite confined in the 
way that hinder people's thinking and the routes linking all the 
metro stations tp4he entrance above ground arMuite boring in 
the sense of mgverTilfirWj ; ‘ 
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itCTlOK 7i-ROUGH ORIGiNAi STANDARD TUNNEL 
WITH IJNDERFICOR DRAIN pipj~ SECTION THROUGH ORIGINAL STANDARD TUNNEL DRAINED WITH COVERED SURBCE KINASE CHAW 
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workspaces, and storage spaces, separated into small units of 
the same building type and all open to the street. Since Hong 
Kong is fascinated city with outer surface expressing vivid urban 
life. It is both nostalgic and brilliant. Making use of the 
underground space as an supplement and reflection of the city 
above ground can enhance life under the earth. For the nature 
of the existing underground structures is quite confined in the 
way that hinder people's thinking and the routes linking all the 
metro stations to the entrance above ground are quite boring in 
the sense of movement and nature of space. 
2.1 Physical Ganditioiis 
The territory of Hong Kong lies at the mouth of the Pearl 
River on the coast of southern China and comprises a 
mountainous piece of the Chinese mainland and a number of 
hilly islands in the South China Sea. Though the territory is 
small {60km by 45 km), its population amounts to 5.8 million 
and its economy, based on trading, focus physical health needs. 
The major criteria when selecting the site as the experimental 
underground space: typology, geological structure, soil 
composition, geomorphology, slope gradient, hydrology, runoff 
,water table, altitude, thermal performance and relative humidity, 
orientation and accessibility.financial, and business services, 
manufacturing and tourism, counts for 20 % of China's GDP. 
Hong Kong ranks as the eighth largest trading entity in the 
world.Geological conditions in Hong Kong are generally 
favourable for the construction of rock caverns. 
Evaluation of the use of underground space is worthwhile in 
land-use planning studies. From the geological point of view: 
• the land conditions in Hong Kong are generally favourable 
for the construction of rock caverns. 
• The dominant Mesozoic volcanic and granitic rocks are 
generally very strong and have few major structural 
weaknesses. 
Evolving from the long tradition of hard rock tunneling, a 
number of caverns have been built in Hong Kong during the last 
fifteen years for water supply, rail transport, sewage treatment, 
refuse transfer and storage of explosives. Two types of geo-
technlcal studies are being used to make preliminary 
assessments of the potential for cavern development. In a Cavern 
Area study (CAS) the suitability of land for cavern development 
is broadly classified from existing information on surface and 
underground developments, engineering geology and topography. 
Once a potential cavern site is identified, a Preliminary 
Engineering Geology study (PEGS) is undertaken to determine 
a suitable location geometry and access for the cavern and to 
provide a rough coast estimate. A PEGS includes both desk 
study and field assessment of engineering geology. CAS and 
PEGS have been formally included in the Hong Kong 
Government's Planning Standards and Guidelines. 
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2.3 Geologically 
fig. 1 Simplified geological map of Hong 
Kong=. 
Hong Kong is dominated by Mesozoic granitoid and volcanic 
rocks, the main types being granites, coarse and fine ash 
tuffs and rhyolitic lavas. 
Below the weathered mantle these are all generally very 
strong, well-jointed rocks lacking major structural weakness, 
except for occasional faults and shear zones. They generally 
form excellent media for excavation. 
Given the combination of generally favorable geological 
conditions and a shortage of flat land for development, it is 
worthwhile to evaluate the potential use of the underground 
space in Hong Kong. 
Hard rock tunneling has been a common feature of 
Hong Kong's development for more than 60 years, driven by 
the needs for water supply, road, rail and sewage transfer 
routes linking the main urban area to the outlying areas of the 
New Territories. The main utility and transportation tunnels in 
rock re shown in the diagram. 
fig. 2 Principal rock tunnels and caverns 
in Hogn Kong, and associated cavern 
study areas and sites 
fig-3 The development area of rock 
caverns for refuse and sewage systems 
in Hong Kong Mout Davis. 
The use of rock caverns in Hong Kong has evolved in conjunction 
with this tunnel development. In 1984, a valve chamber (10m 
span, 8m high and 20m long) was excavated in the Western 
Aqueducts tunnels in the New Territories for water supply. Larger 
caverns for the Mass Transit Railway island Line were completed 
in 1985 at Tai Koo Station (24m span, 16m high, 250m long) 
and at Sai Wan Ho Sub-station (16.5m span, 13m high, 18m 
long). In the early 1990s, recognition of cavern development has 
led to a number of dedicated cavern facilities being built. The 
first was an underground sewage treatment plant at Stanley, in 
southern Hong Kong Island (three caverns of 15m long, up to 
16m high and 130m long). This was commissioned in 1994. 
Caverns currently under construction include a refuse transfer 
station at Mount Davis on Hong Kong Island (two caverns, the 
largest being 28m span, 12m high, 66m long) and a center for 
the storage of explosives on Lantau Island (10 caverns each 
13m span, 7m high, 20m long). The locations of the caverns are 
show in diagram 
2.5 Studies far undergrtund space development 
fig. 4 The existing tunnels and SPUN 
studies programe. 
The first specific study of cavern development potential in Hong 
Kong was SPUN (study of the potential use of underground 
space), carried out in 1988 by consultants for the Governments 
Geotechnical Engineering Office (GEO) as part of a strategic 
planning study of the whole urban area; initial appraisals were 
made of seven schemes comprising oil and gas storage, a 
warehouse, a container freight station, tractor/trailer park 
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fig. 5 Capital cost and land 
value of seven cavern 
applications considered in 
SPUN (after Ove Amp and 
Partners, 1990) 
As part of the SPUN study, feasibility studies were carried out 
for each site covering cavern engineering, fir hazard, planning, 
land policy, environmental impact, building control, and financial 
aspects. The financial appraisal showed that the capital coasts 
of underground and above-ground solutions were about the same 
for five of the seven schemes, and that ail except the commercial 
development scheme would become financially beneficial to 
varying degrees in the long term when the value of the surface 
site released for alternative use is taken into account. The overall, 
conclusion was that development of underground space was a 
viable alternative to conventional above-ground development for 
a range of facilities and was worth pursuing. The rfuse transfer 
station now under construction is one of the SPUN schemes. 
Large areas of Hong Kong are intensively developed. Cavern 
development is preferred in areas where land ownership is 
unlikely to become a major issue. In developing the methodology 
for CAS, it was decided early on that the Outline Zoning Plans 
(OZPs) provided by the Government's Planning department 
should provide the initial basis for evaluating suitable cavern sites. 
Based on the OZPs, cavern development is preferred beneath 
areas designated as GB ( green belt), G/l/C ( Government / 
Institution/Community) or 0(0pen Space). This minimizes 
possible future complications arising from land ownership and 
land resumption issues and reduces the chances of more difficult 
and costly engineering being required for excavations beneath 
buildings and other structures. Existing intensively developed 
areas are therefore automatically categorized as having low 
potential for cavern development, due to the proximity of overlying 
structures. The suitability of this land class for cavern 
development could be rated higher in future if simplified 
procedures for resumption of underground strata beneath above-
ground private development can be devised. 
Comprehensive knowledge of existing and committed new 
developments is necessary for a CAS. Obviously this must 
include accurate identification of existing and proposed future 
underground installations, such as tunnel. Any underground 
installations should be surrounded by a protective zone extending 
50m from the outer margin of existing or proposed underground 
structures is adopted for planning purposes. Sensitive structures 
which may imposed constraints on excavation techniques (e.g. 
blasting) also need to be identified. 
2.1 Ground Canditien 
The important geological aspects for a CAS are overall rock 
mass quality and major structural defect, e.g. known faults, shear 
zones and major photolineaments. Typical Rock Mass Quality 
(q) values of 7 to 20 have been suggested for Hong Kong granites 
and tuffs and these figures have been broadly confirmed through 
recent tunneling and cavern excavation experience, in general, 
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fresh or slightly weathered igneous and pyrocalstic rocks free of 
major defects would normally be considered fair to good for 
excavation and be given the highest rating for cavern suitability. 
Prominent geological photolineaments are usually the surface 
expression of major faults, but in Hong Kong they can also be 
due to veins, dykes, or sills. Photolineaments are identified using 
aerial photographic interpretation and study of existing reports 
and maps, notably the 1: 20000-scale Solid and superficial 
Geology maps produced by the Hong Kong Geological Survey 
(HKGS), Photolineaments that coincide with inferred or actual 
faults shown on the HKGS maps are included as faults on a 
CAS map. The photolineaments that coincide with inferred or 
actual faults shown on the HKGS maps are included as faults 
on a CAS map. The photolineaments are classified into major, 
intermediate and minor features, depending on their persistence 
and prominence on the aerial photographs. Poorer ground 
conditions in terms of increased jointing, fracturing and 
weathering are generally expected in the vicinity of these features. 
Since little is generally known about their extent with depth, and 
to take account of the possible variation in dip direction of any 
feature, photolineaments are assigned a buffer zone. 
2.8 Ipen space allecaUon in Hong Kong 
In Hong Kong, there is always lack of open space, and the ratio 
with the urban dvvelling to urban open space is never in balance, 
and the open spaces served as different functions depends on 
different location and different size. For instance, there are 
different scale of open spaces served for different human activities: 
• the large scale: the Hong Kong Park, the Zoological and 
Botanical Garden; 
• sports ground: different podium level open spaces within 
Housing estates, 
• recreational complex: Victoria Park, and Kowloon 
Park, 
• Pocket garden: the leftover space distributed in different 
area, especially some of the construction site before 
building form work starts. 
• Temporary zoned plaza: Chartered road pedestrian 
precinct. 
• Roof top garden: The flat roof of existing market or 
housing estates. 
2.8.1 Evaluatian tf deficiencies 
The distribution of existing open space is not enough, due to the 
fact that land is a scarce commodity in Hong Kong, the balance 
established between open space and road space by the present 
planning standard is only illusive. There is not sufficient open 
space with the existing urban growth development. The existing 
strategy for open space is about 9 hectares of district open 
space and 6 hectares of local open space is allowed for 100,000 
people.( information based on HKPSG, Recreational and Open 
Re-
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Space, 1993.p5), however, there is still lack of organized 
development within the developers and and owners. 
2.8.2 Degradatitn ef public open space 
Due to the conflicts with traffic, existing architectural 
form, and competition between amenity space and commercial 
development as a result of rapid city growth. The quality of pocket 
gardens declined. The pocket garden adjacent to the busy traffic 
road is without fresh air and the buffer zone is not enough. 
“ Cities have changed without our noticing. Comfortable 
zone benefiting man sensuality has disappeared, while 
emphasizing more and more the system aspect of 
processing goods and data in a great mass at enormous 
speed The internal energy which made possible the 
development of urban areas is now destroying modern 
cities and urban spaces.“ 
——Yanashita Sekkei 
2.1.3 leceitralizeil Ipen space 
Since the large open space area is mainly located 
outside the commercial districts and the pleasant environment 
is mainly restricted to the people around the green belt area, 
cannot offer the commercial district and business area the 
pleasant pocket gardens for relaxation for the working population. 
The existing pocket gardens within the densely 
populated districts provide little suggestion for longer stay and 
the quality Is not satisfactory for the recreational facility provided 
is minimal. Also, most of the open space is without careful design 
and integration with the existing environment that becomes the 
left over space within the urban fabric. 
2.1.5 lack eff tmsNltial area 
For this era of speed and efficiency, people commute 
between office and home by Mass Transit Railway, the lack of 
transitional area with no clear direction and the space for travel 
is mainly a boring tunnel with advertisement hanging on the walls. 
The re-definition of on-grade passage and usage is proposed to 
introduce in the future underground development in order to 
provide continuous ©cpansion of the underground Mass Transit 
railway, more population will rely on this kind of travelling mode. 
The linkage between the surface and levels below will become 
Re-
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more and more important, therefore, the existing street should 
be transformed to integrate with the new system. 
2.9 Hyptthesis 
• The separation between vehicular and pedestrian traffic is 
needed in order to provide a better environment for different 
system. 
• The vertical extension and alternative approach of 
redeveloping open space and underground infrastructure. 
• To search for a soda beneficial development design in 
utilizing the released development potential. 
® To explore the spatial qualities for various activities along a 
vertical plane and deep underground 
• To demonstrate the significance of three-dimensional zoning 
of urban space 
• To explore new pattern of movement through the grade 
separation 
• Also, transitional and new expansion of modern city through 
underground space design is used. 
2.9.1 Mieeiitiaffitatiti 
This thesis initiated by the: 
• Coverage the existing air-mid precaution tunnels into cave 
explore experiential space for children. 
• Degradation of urban pedestrian space due to conflicts 
with traffic, existing architectural form, and competition 
between amenity space and commercial development as 
result of rapid city growth. 
• Pursuit of speed and comfort linking the passage to the 
underground infrastructure 
• Proposed another vertical expansion of city toXhe deep 
underground infrastructure. 
• Suggest a new prototype for different scale of open space 
to make use of the underground space design to integrate 
with the surface in order to reserve more open space and 
reduce the urban densityaboye ground at the same time. 
The use of underground spaces can be approached in various 
ways: 
1 • Within the underground possibilities 
2. With respect to spatial form and positioning 
3. With the depth in relation to the ground level 
The key aspects in the process of planning are 
infrastmctural facilities and transport system, it includes ‘the 
transporter' and ‘the transported' within a city. 
Public and private, surface and subsurface, all energy transport 
as well as communication systems, supply of potable water 
and sewerage. This necessitates an dfficient and apt circulation 
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3.0 
Despite extensive coastal reclamation in recent years 
the small territory of Hong Kong is still short of easily-developed 
flat land. Evaluation of the use of underground space is 
worthwhile in land use planning studies. Geological conditions 
in Hong Kong are generally favourable for the construction of 
rock caverns. Therefore development of underground space was 
a viable alternative to conventional above-ground development 
for a range of facilities and was worth pursuing. 
After the fully utilization of the new airport, which most 
of the tourist approach Hong Kong from different countries via 
Route 3 from the new airport. 
Hong Kong is a good example of a modem slope city 
approximately 80 percent of the island is steeply sloped, with 
gradients greater than 1:5. Hong Kong has highly intermixed 
land use. 
3.1 Site m t m 
The methodology of site selection should be multi-criteria, 
comprehensive, quantitative synthesis combined with 
Intuitiveness and imagination, flexibility to adopt changes, and 
analysis. Above all, It should focus on human mental and physical 
health needs. The major criteria when selecting the site as the 
experimental underground space: typology, geological structure, 
soil composition, geomorphology, slope gradient, hydrology, 
runoff, water table,altitude thermal performance and relative 
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3.2 Site Analysis (macrasctpic censideratiaii) 
For the increasing demand for commercial uses, and 
the need to equate a coherent extension to the Central Business 
District with a coordinated reinforcement of secondary 
commercial spines and nodes with in the districts. 
The achievement of socially and environmentally 
compatible uses whilst preserving as far as possible, the mix of 
trades and small manufacturing concerns within the two districts 
that rely on local connections and which preserve inner urban 
employment opportunities. 
The need to coordinate traffic improvement measures 
and infrastructure upgrading, taking into account updated 
residential and employment projections based on reclamation 
policy and comprehensive redevelopment opportunities. 
Also, the integration of local and district open space 
should serve to make up existing urban area shortfalls. The 
consideration should be given to upgrade the Southern Playground 
as a incorporate active recreational facilities within the proposed 
district. The articulation and punctuate a linked pedestrian and 
open space system. 
The Western District still have substantial urban 
character, and a strong sense of community. Their character is 
firmly associated with a vibrant sense of activity and multi-use 
functions. It is associated with steep terrain and Ladder streets 
whilst in the upper level, there are a number of older buildings of 
special architectural merits like the High Street. 
9«vert in milimetres 
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3.3 Site censtraints (Sai Ying Pun a Sheung Wan) 
There is a major deficiency in the study area, with a 
general shortfall of about 21.58ha, for both districts by new town 
standards. Existing local open space is poorly distributed and 
shortfalls should be reduced on a neighbourhood basis with 
catchments of 300400m. Identified shortfalls in social welfare 
and recreation facilities should be made up by means of provision 
within comprehensive redevelopment schemes and the 
redevelopment of under-utilised Government sites, to cater for 
particular local requirements. There is a particular shortfall in 
facilities for the elderly in Wan Chai and Sai Ying Poon, and this 
is an issue which will need to be addressed in further detailed 
studies. 
In the Western District Traffic study has formulated a 
transport system to handle travel demands in and through the 
district until 1996. For the existing pedestrian movement pattern, 
it tends to be completely divorced from the district open space 
framework. There is no integrated system of activities and 
circulation, and pavement widths, virtually throughout Wan Chai, 
Central and Western District, are inadequate to cope with major 
circulation flows and ground floor shopping activity. The 
introduction of local open space within redevelopment areas, 
well integrated with the urban grain, can help to reinforce 
important directional systems. Comprehensive redevelopment 
allows the possibility of widening rod corridors and introducing 
building set-backs to cater for pavement widening,planing strips 
and the introduction of taxi and bus lay-byes. 
H E M 
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34 Site potential develepment [infermation from land 
For Sheung Wan is undergoing tremendous change 
recently, as the expansion of the Central Business district, the 
LDC land development corporation is carrying out a series of 
studies to investigate the urban improvement and development 
opportunities throughout the urban area, guided by the Land 
Development Corporation Ordinance. 
From the central district and western area's urban 
renewal development strate^, there are more than 4237 buildings 
in the two study areas of which about 46% vvere built beforel 966. 
These are normally associated with high building density and 
are generally sub-standard in terms of natural lighting, spacing 
between buildings and ventilation. Although many of these 
buildings are structurally sound, a large number also lack proper 
domestic facilities. An assessment of building conditions was 
carried out by means of surveys during August and September 
1988. This indicates that about 29% of buildings can be described 
as being in decaying or poor/dilapidated condition, and in addition 
30.7% of buildings are in fair condition and might be expected to 
deteriorate further in the coming years. 
For the typology of the existing traffic network linking 
the upper mid-levels to the water front is very inconvenient and 
dangerous with the slope of 1:6. These arteries of pedestrian 
flow is mixing with the traffic flow which potentially endanger 
lives. 
The Western District is characterized as having a mix 
of residential and commercial facilities but a relatively low 
percentage of old buildings in poor or dilapidated condition. 
The proposed site is coded as residential and 
commercial mix used area, with the mid-levels coded as mainly 
residential, since there is a newSai Ying Poon MTR station in 
the near future, as the expansion of the Sheung Wan Station, it 
is oerceivabie that there will hur IPk noHoctrion flrvA, 
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Description of the evolution of the final project 
5.1. Essential Objectives 
5.2. The underground complex and its nodes 
5.2.1. Exploratory concepts 
the TIME-SPACE-issue. 
In our modem world people are living in a disorientated 
confused and culturally displaced society. They try to stop 
development because their psyche is threatened by the speed 
ofchange/theupcominginformation society in a place they 
cannot or do not want to define. 
Therefore a lot of people are unaware of the changes 
that are having place. They feel themselves floating in a space 
from which they can make head nor tale. Because they can no 
longer cling to a sense of order, they are also sundered from 
the meaning of nature, we must supply meaning for ourselves 
from a world in our own building/ buildings (link to cohousing). 
Our neurological system can only process so much 
information before significant data becomes more and more 
diffused. So people start jumping of buildings with a elastic 
band attached to their legs, or other extreme things to give 
them a sense of awareness. Looking at a t.v. Screen zapping 
away for indefinite time to find something of some Interest is a 
sign on the wall. People are living their lives between 
boundaries from which they think they cannot be changed or 
adjusted. But until we reach that point where we are nothing 
more then brain dead zombies, we will for ever try to establish 
or make some type of order to what ever chaos we may come 
across. 
Everybody knows that time passes by, but is everybody 
aware that in these years towards the end of a milienium change 
is becoming the key factor! Change is an constant in our lives, 
day changes into night, summer changes into autumn changes 
into winter changes into spring, children change into adults 
and adults change into dust. So when change is the only 
constant in our lives, why not in architecture? 
The preconceived ideas which are rooted in a time 
that daddy was the sole moneymaker and mum a fuiltime nanny 
and housekeeper have to change! It is like staring at a wail, 
after a while you think that it has gone, but it is still there of 
course. Too many conventions are taken for granted too easy. 
Think more dynamic and organic in the way that our spaces 
relate to their 'functions'. In a society where daytime melts 
with night-time, and where people hoist themselves in very 
different ontological suits, that shouldn't be a problem. 
How do we experience space in time? What are we 
aware off when you are on the internet and the other part of 
youre household is watching television? The inhabitant/ the 
tactile explorer of the space encounters a lot of unsolved 
puzzles which he has to solve before moving on. There are 
decisions that have to be made, and every individual can move 
accordingly to his own choices. So everyone is experiencing a 
individual time, and there where different flows are combined 
into one river, time is moving accordingly. With this advent of 
I | 
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data explosion and the resulting bombardment on our senses, 
especially visually and psychologically, our perceptions have 
been toyed and teased with till we no longer can cling to our 
established sense of order. 
The following quote "The first is the rise and 
rearrangement of the modern technical orientation, which 
simultaneously compresses the experience of time and 
expands the experience of space until temporal experience is 
largely confined to the present and spatial experience becomes 
universal……Broadly speaking, an appreciation of space-time 
relationships in architecture will philosophically ground 
discussion of local and traditional building practices•.…“This 
is nice especially when you notice that the universal is changing 
into the individual 
Last but not least quote a part from a book from 
Juhani Pallasmaa (The Eyes of the Skin Architecture and the 
senses): "The connection of the technology and the eye has 
led to the simultaneity of the world and the collapse of both 
time and space, (or, space-time compression) as an experiential 
dimension. The experience of time and space have exploded 
and become fused with speed. As a consequence of this 
implosion we are witnessing a distinct reversal of the two 
dimensions, a temporalisation of space and a spatialisation of 
time. We live increasingly in a perpetual present, flattened by 
speed and simultaneity, and grasped by instantaneous 
perceptions of the eye. 
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Fg.1 1st review presentation board. Showing inspiration and information of thesis evolution. 
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5.2.2. Design strategy and scenarios 
The undeground complex is created as the recreational-touristic complex. For the 
location, since there is an extension of traffic network towards western side of 
Hong Kong,there is a potential extension for underground network. Also, this place 
can serve as an underground network linking the mid-levels to the promenade. 
5.2.3. Urban design Issues and goals 
' _:/ ,:• ' 
urban intervention 
In order to create a different 
modes of underground experi- I 
ence, this is the other interior 
space created by re-converge ~ 
the existing air-raid precuation ~, 
tunnels. Where there are f 
intervention between different ' 
level fo typography. 
r· ~~ .. _ '
' \' t 
~-
~I 
r - --·-- -- - ----· --·-- --- - -
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I\\ \ \ 
·, \ 
. ... \. \ \ . 
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- Another urban extension 
To mark another underground 
landmark of the existing 
typograhy, there is a need for 
_special and careful design for 
the expression of underground 
space design. This prelimary 
_concept is showing how to 
diverge natural sunlight down 
to the underground and suggest 
a lively environment sitted 
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central atrium flooded T 
LWitttnaljuiab sunRgJ^4. 
r _ P I 
existing! ground level 
main control area 
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5.2.5. List of Urban design issues and goals 
My concern with the existing situation of the underground network, the concerns are developed during the 
process of understanding the underground situation and potential for further development. 
linkage to existing — 




stacking of activities 
New level of landscape and 
new typography. inking 
underground network 
splitting levels of retail, communal 
space, provide pleasure and con-
venience for users 
a 
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5.2.6. Urban intervention with layering concept 
The concept of layering within the city, with three dimentional approach, in order to link the urban fabric with 
the ©siting situation; creating another layer of activities below the ground level, which create another new 
ground level, stacking down into the earth, creating aiother new typography. 
The concept sketch of city 
layering, different levels of 
activities and functions cre-
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5.2.7. Provide leisure and community centre, with linkages between the mid 
level to the promenade. 
The zoning of the ©dsting king George Memorial park, with the air-raid precaution tunnel transformed into 
another children wonderland, with different spatial qualities and enhance the chance of underground 
space experience. Also, the access created by linking the other public open area in order to reduce urban 
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second access, link up all the 
left over courtyard spaces. 
5.2.8. Design development 
first review 
First review, the existing layout of King Georger Memorial park. 
1-~·~~ ·n· [J'[fJllLL 
l ) ____ _!_-- - . : 
- ... ~----- · 
Existing site photo and King George Memorial 
park. 
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LINED ACCKS TUIf^ l. (ft<fj 
ktrcmM shown <n located at three 
hol«5,r«l. looikion (Ddrowmg BW)0im/K)3) 
. E a r d ( 3 (tawing BI/0W15/203 
Sections and plans referred to the information taken 
from GIA documents. 
PARTIALLY LINED TUNNEL 
BETWEEN JUNCTION 1 & 2 AND 
I'jArj yu> hoscitai 
Existing air-raid precaution tunn 
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study model showing the concept 
of layering, with ramps linking the 
complex, deep into the ground 
level. 
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5.2.9. Design development 
Flexibility and Changeability 
1 • Human needs and their range 
of activities shall not be lim 
ited by the space confined ^ 
the building. The building s\ia 
be flexible enough to allow 
changes at different times. 
2. Consists of three-diment 
infrastructure. Usable volLjme^ 
for leisure and communafc 
activites. The arrangement 
and rearrangement of the' in 
frastructure will follow the^sjtl— 
of the inhabitants. 
3. Prefabricaton of enclosures 
enable good quality and fast 
erection on site. Further devel 
opment of underground net 
work, suggest another solution 
due to scarce of land. : 
4. The concept of shopping street ‘ 
and recreational space is 
brought inside the building. (In 
this thesis, is the underground 
complex.) 
5. For the perception of shopping 
arcade, interior space, is.usu 
ally with the arrangementis a 
close-loop linear one so that no 
shop is in dead end situation. 
Since the environment is inter 
nal, monotous. Sense of ori 
entation will easily be lost due 
’ to the complete enclosure adn 
—similarity of Internal spaces. 
^ 6. (The solution is by introducing 
'jnd atrium into the system, it 
:omes the focus of horizon 
aOnd v ^ i c a l circulation and 
)t l i k ^ose^x i s ted in the 
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5.3. Building design issues and 
goals: 
1. Suggest another vertical 
expansion of landuse 
a. initial environmental enhancement 
in order to provide more green 
area, also, to redue the urban 
density. 
b. designed streetscape and internal 
activities for people instead of 
traffic and enhance the enviroment 
by suggesting a “ sense of place, 
c. city is developed in three-
dimention vertically and 
horizontally. 
2. Provide exciting historical antia 
uities for public, and arose public 
interest in preserving historical 
space. 
a. preserve more public open space, 
and yet create another dimension 
for spatial experience. 
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Schematic plan for distruibution of 
different activities in different lev-
els, and yet create a complex sense 
as a whole. 
. 
lb 
* “ ‘ 
Schematic section, showing the 
space allocation. 
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Schematic section option 2 
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5.3.2 Building development 
Building design issues and goals 
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Site section with the underground devel-
opment ,showing the relationship with the 
existing typography. 
like the Great canyon, these 
the 
out 
Centra atrium spaces 
rt^ — ba^til^erjecl < 
the labyrinth 
with the past memory: 
air-raid precaution tunnel 
/ J2 
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Plan Level 2 
Level 1 
+34.5600 above ground 
d. offices control area 




+40.5600 above ground 
a. public study area 
b. roof top garden 
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f. patio chess area 
g. central virtual space 




+10.0000 below ground 
open theatre 
j.side walk cafe 
link to mid-levels via 
MTR station 





n. cyber cafe 
-Plan Level -3 
UJ 
1 
. ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ 
Legend: 
Level -2 
-15.0000 below ground 
o.traffic transfer 
p. linkage to the MTR 
Legend: 
Level -3 
-20.000 sunken plaza 
q. sunken garden 
M 
-I. I p i ff 
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Plan Level -2 
T 
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there is no boundary below the 
ground level, where the 2 circles 
intersect with the passages are 
the guilding paths. 
splitting levels of retail, com-
munal space, provide pleasure 
and conv6ni6 C6 for users 
2 access linking up and below 
2 access linking the labyrinth 
and the canyon. 
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Diaphrgm walls 
Deep construction on private 
property is unlikely to encoun-
ter underground obstacles adn 
utilities to hte extent they occur 
along streets. In the past more 
than 80 % of all diaphragm 
walls built as boundary support 
were permanent, and the trend 
shows a continuous increase. 
THe walls become more attrac-
tive in the structural context 
they are designed to carry ver-
tical loads since this normally 
requires a moderate extension 
fo the normal embedment be-
low excavation level. If differen-
tial lateral movement is pre-
dicted and may cause the wails 
to leak, provisioins should be 
made to correct the problem us-
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Process of excavation 
I.Basic concepts of com pen 
sated foundation. 
There are used in deep sub 
soil deposits of mefium to 
very higly copressible mate 
rials, usually of lacustrine or 
maime deposits, in which the 
yhear strength of soil is very 
z z z 2.Jhe §^should be considered 
Z , mate rial, 
z z ) ef^,, l^ton 
& z stmcttfettpw^f^ like a solid 
^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ —l^eflHid^r^ss-
^^^topla^tic viscbs 
\ CompenSl^ foundations 
^^^onstmcted%l|^ijt ponsid 
^ ^ H n g the mechahte|| action 
keieton struc^ ture of 
^e shown large 
though the 
t a r — i ^ ^ e soil mass 
Include d i l ^ ^ l , 
jround, prismatic^l 
j^&^nts. this excavation is 




^ ^ relatingto buildings … 
area 
of the building 
mudf r^^ l in_ivi|Maj3>H‘ 
or shaft level 
of a single pit^^r caisson 
used by column, 
differential settlement and 
tilting 
higher wind overturning mo 
merits and shear loading. 
J l l l l l l J i l l 
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Priliminary studies of Massing design 









Synopsis of 1st review comments 
1. Methodology to derive the develop 
ment potential. 
''2. Schematic section, schedule of ac 
commodation, site analysis, con 
cept diagram and functional rela 
tionship diagram were presentated 
as part of the presentation drawings. 
3. It i i assumed that the development 
is joint-ventured by the existing 
buildings, MTR station, and under 
gripui^ d network development 
4. Plsmiting standards of open space is 
St—i,s 
5. Dra^ n^ge and Sewage systems of 
exi^tipg hong kong is studied and 
doc j^fnents taken from the Drainage 
Services Department of Hong Kong. 
6. sys^ms is also studied from the 
Hi^ Jiways Department 
7. R ;^alQonsh|p between structure and 
ir» additron to^ th^ at, more investiga 
Jdons and studies will be done in the 
/following subjects. 
/ 
a. relationship between structure 
and the number of floors being sup 
ported 
b. Detail zoning and layout of differ 
ent activities. 
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main control area 
Stacking up the 
recreational space 
the kindagarten 
and the study area. 
Second Review 
For this review, the intension to 
search for the appropriate de-
sign of underground space, that 
will create a sense of place, anjl^  
also, direct people, guild p^ple 
to their destination. 
This complex Is like a mjxture 
ofiurTand experiential spaces. 
AIsq,^^ opjion for the sfruc 





Synopsis of review comments 
\ 
1. revised development potential ofthex 
site, iC) 
2. revised schedule of accommodation 
3. concept of lowered ground level is 
generated by the proposed MTR. 
4. From the side towards the potential 
complex, 
5. the circular entrance area seems 
to be not appropriate to view by 
the users at Ievel22.000. 
Another articulation of entrance 
is needed for study, 
le the atrium space is litted 
er hanged sun reflecter 
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The shallow basement exists in Urban Fabric 
1 
M J i ‘i , ‘ . 
f J i , ‘i 
1 
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i • ‘ 
This section showing the atrium space as 
the tool to let natural sunlight flood in the 
space below ground. 
Minimal degree 
• utilities are placed 
under streets 
• isolated basements 
are beneath buildings 
User Scenario 
• the users are mostly 
the layman and main-
tenance workers. 
• usage of the under-
ground space are 
expected to store food 
the M & E and sewage 
system of the city 
• Also, for the tempera-
ture underground is 
quite consistant com-
pared with the above 
ground situation. 
Therefore, people will 
make use of the space 
to store food and 
wine. 
For the sunken plaza as to transvert upper 
ground space Into underground space 
This section is the example of opening up the above 
space by puting the fucilitles and activities 
below ground. 
Shallow excavation 




tures and below-grade 
levels 
• create a pedestrian 
network. 
User Scenario 
• the underground 
space is located under 
the transportation 
above grade the 
commercial workers 
are the main users. 
• there are usually not 
more than 10 layers of 




Deep cut structures 
• extending several 
levels below grade 
• provide opportunities 
to increase the density 
of urban development 
• improve the surface 
environment by creat-
ing open space 
User Scenario 
• there is a potential to 
develope the multi-
story atrium and this 
can be extendfrom the 
surface many stories 
in deep cut under-
ground structures. 
• usage of the under-
ground space are not 
only expected to store 
food the M & E and 
sewage system of the 
city but new concepts 
of usage such as 
office, commercial 
space. 
. ‘ A 
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Large tunnel systems 
• consolidate traditional 
utilities and 
transportat 
• tunnel network pro-
vide energy supply, 
waste removal and 
other services. 
User Scenario 
• for this kind of 
undergorund space 




• the train station in 
Washington D.C. in 
USA is the demonstra-





• complex of commer-
cial, industrial and 
storage 
• higher density of 
housing with open 
space along the corri-
dor 
• revitalize existing 
urban areas and utilize 
land more efficiently. 
User Scenario 
the users are mostly 
the layman and main-
t6n£inc6 workers. 
• usage of the under-
ground space are 
expected to store food 
the M & E and sewage 
system of the city. 
Precedents 
• the existing Les Halles 
Forum in Paris is 
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sciti i l 
Mined space 
• flat-bedded geology 
can provide space 
beneath existing sur-
face development 
• mined space is iso-
lated form housing on 
the surface 
• access through a 
horizontal tunnel in 
the bluff 
User Scenario 
• for this kind of 
undergorund space 




• This is the pratice of 
diverging sunlight 
through the space 
above ground as the 
cerestories of the 
library located below 
ground level. 
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ABOVE-GRADE 
ENTRANCE PAVILION 
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Mined space with vertical 
shaft 
• linked by vertical 
expansion and hori-
zontally 
• a direct connection 
with office or commer-
cial complex on the 
surface and manufac-
turing functions in the 
mined space. 
User Scenario 
• the space are used as 
pedestrain network 
and commercial activi-
ties below the plaza in 
Paris. 
• since it is a tour at-
traction, the users are 





• vertical shaft as the 
only o 6 access to 
underground cham-
bers such as air-riad 
tunnels or existing 
catacombs in France, 
User Scenario 
• in the middle ages the 
regious group es-
caped from the Ger-
man in Italy, they are 
the one living below 
grade. 
• there is a church in 
Helsinki, Finland. 
• the underground salt 
mine just outside 
Krakow, Poland is 
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8.0 Appendix 
8.1 Architectural precedents studies 
Underground space analysis and research 
Indigenous experience 
The earliest natural shelter used by humans for 
habitation was the cave. Throughout the many millennia in which 
this form of shelter was used, humans came to recognize the 
significance of the thermal and process patterns of the soil. 
They used these thermal conditions to their advantage for living, 
food storage, working, and the protection of their well-being.' 
The cave also provided an ambient protective environment against 
the harsh diurnal and seasonal climates. 
Nowadays, there are mainly three major indigenous 
communities that still use below ground space and that have 
accumulated thousands of years of experience living in this 
type of habitat. The largest concentration is located in the loess 
soil zone of northern China, where approximately 35 to 40 million 
people live in below ground dwellings (yao dong )in rural and 
urban communities. It is estimated that the Chinese have used 
below ground space for more than 4000 years. The second 
largest concentration is scattered over the Matmata plateau in 
the southern section of Tunisia and the northern apart of the 
Sahara Desert, where some 20 fortified rural communities exist. 
In Tunisia, the size of the communities ranges between a few 
thousand persons, as in Matmata village, to a few hundred 
persons, as in the very southernmost villages. The third region 
is Cappadocia, in central Turkey, where more than 40 towns 
and rural communities thrive. The practice of using underground 
space for living has been flourishing in this region for more than 
6000 years. 
For these three ancient-contemporary below ground 
communities, there have been similar practices throughout 
history in other parts of northern Africa, Spain, central and 
southern France, southern Italy (Trulli region and Sicily), Poland 
(Wieliczka, underground salt quarries and cavities near Krakow), 
Iran, India (Elura and Ajanta in western India, and Bahaja) ’ the 
Middle East (Avdat and Petra of the Nabataeans), Afghanistan 
(Bamizyan valley), Ethiopia ( Adikado), Israel (Jerusalem, 
Beersheba suburbs, Megiddo), and Persia, and in many other-
scattered regions of the ancient world. The history of many of 
these sites goes back as far as the third millennium B.C. Only 
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Underground space in China 
There are a fully utilized underground network existing 
in China, for its long historic tradition of employing diversified 
below ground land use. China has probably the largest and 
most comprehensive underground defense shelters in the world. 
his has been told that the civil defense system lying in Beijing 
China, was capable of accommodating 5 million people at a 
given time, which constitutes of the city's population, in case of 
nuclear attack. The whole network provides subsystems for every 
neighborhood, which are connected to each other and lead 
through underground tunnels to a few kilometers outside the 
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Plan of existing air-raid precaution tunnels. 
Exis t ing si te in fo rmat ion . Kin 
George Memorial park as the main 
focus of the location, while there 





Despite extensive coastal reclamation in 
recent years, the small territory of Hong Kong is 
still short of easily-developed flat land. Evaluation 
of the use of underground space is worthwhile in 
land-use planning studies. Geological conditions 
in Hong Kong are generally favourable for the 
construction of rock caverns. Therefore development 
of underground space was a viable alternative to 
conventional above-ground development for a range 
of facilities and was worth pursuing. 
The existing underground network including 
all kinds of caverns mostly for sewage disposal and 
the transportation network. 
For the myterious feeling of underground 
space, this proposed another definition for under-
ground space. In the past, it is about death and to 
escape from the reality like the Jews were fleeing 
from the German after World War 2. 
For this thesis, there are new vertical ex-
pre ibn of time and space where vertical linkages 
like Elevator as time machine. By doing so city 
explorers will travel time through space. This thesis 
med at providing an alternative way of exploring 
the metropolis in different levels. Therefore, the un-






1.2 Urban fabric 
1.3 Rural area 
2.0 Objective 
2.1 Physical Conditions 
2.2 Preliminary Geo-technical Assessments of the Potential for Underground 
Space Development in Hong Kong 
2.3 Geologically 
2.4 Use of underground space in Hong Kong 
2.5 Studies for underground space development 
2.6 Conditions in underground space design 
2.7 Ground Condition 
2.8 Open space allocation in Hong Kong 
2.8.1 Evaluation of deficiencies 
2.8.2 Degradation of public open space 
2.8.3 Decentralized Open space 
2.8.4 Centralized Open space 




3.1 Site Criteria 
3.2 Site Analysis (macroscopic consideration) 
3.3 Site constraints (Sai Ying Pun & Sheung Wan) 
3.4 Site potential development (information from Land Development 
Corporation)- urban renewal strategy 
3.5 Constraints in codes and master plan 
3.5.1 Planning and Site Constraints 
3.6.1 Historical Background and records 
3.6.2 Geology of the existing site (King George Memorial Park) 
4.0 Client & User Profile 




6.1 Comfort design 
6.2 Circulation 
6.3 Visibility (entrance design) & BuiWing profile 
6.4 Spatial Configuration 
6.5 Lighting 
6.6 Safety 
7.1 Design Program 
7.2 Schedule of Accommodation 
7.3 Bubble diagrams and spatial arrangement 
Re-
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past, whereas, ground level will be the present episode and the 
roof space linking by the skyline will be the space of the future. 
By restructuring the existing air-raid precaution tunnels, 
something in the past with the defence character can be 
revitalized at once. 
i s ! i g 
1.0 Background 
With the development of technology, humans have been 
able to create and use the spaces below ground for a variety of 
land-use types, most of which were dwellings. The most common 
usage of the below ground space throughout ancient history 
was primarily, yet not exclusively, limited to dwellings, food 
storage (mainly grains), mines, defense, and burial. Cave 
dwellings have been used over many eras, in some places, even 
until modern times, evidence of caves inhabited by humans 
during the Paleolithic period and afterward were found in southern 
France, Israel, northern China, south Africa, and many other 
sites throughout the world. 
1.1 Historical 
There are existing 17 disused air-raid precaution tunnels 
located in Hong Kong Island. 
Source of information: investigation by Mott Hay 
Anderson Far East under Agreement No. Ce11/77. Further 
information on these tunnels is available in the Geo-technical 
Information unit (GIU) of the Civil Engineering Library. Also, in 
Kowloon side, there are seven groups of disused air-raid 
precaution tunnels network. The existing underground network 
including all kinds of cavern mostly for sewage disposal and 
the transportation network. 
The locations of different air-raid tunnels can be 
categorized as two types: Urban and Remote rural areas. 
1.2 Urban fabric 
Most of the air-raid tunnels are located along the coastal 
area and most of them are connected to the military barracks. 
They are used as storage for gun power and fortress. Also, 
these tunnels are mostly connected to the places where the 
military army stayed. 
1.3 Rural area 
In Lantau Island, where the Tan Lau Fortress" located, 
there was once a barrack for coastal defence. 
For those air-raid precaution tunnels lying under Lyemun 
(Hong Kong Side), the Lyemun Barracks area has been under 
military occupation for over one hundred years, land having first 
been acquired here by the War Department in 1847. Nothing 
was built on the site for forty years however and it was not until 
1890 that the fortifications were complete. Guns were installed, 
the purpose being to cover the eastern entrance to Hong Kong 
Harbour and a cave was excarvated by the waterline to house 
the winding gear for a boom that could be stretched across the 
Lyemun Gap to prevent hostile Canadian battalions arrived in 
the Colony 2 weeks before the Japanese invaded’ 
2.0 O b j e c t i v e s 
Hong Kong is the segmented city with diversity of 
narrative facades within the urban fabric, but there are only a 
few types of urban buildings. At the ground level are many kinds 
of shops,workspaces, and storage spaces, separated into small 
units of the same building type and all open to the street. Since 
Hong Kong is fascinated city with outer surface expressing vivid 
urban life. It is both nostalgic and brilliant. Making use of the 
underground space as an supplement and reflection of the city 
above ground can enhance life under the earth. For the nature 
of the existing underground structures is quite confined in the 
way that hinder people's thinking and the routes linking all the 
metro stations tp4he entrance above ground a r^u i te boring in 
the sense of 
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workspaces, and storage spaces, separated into small units of 
the same building type and all open to the street. Since Hong 
Kong is fascinated city with outer surface expressing vivid urban 
life. It is both nostalgic and brilliant. Making use of the 
underground space as an supplement and reflection of the city 
above ground can enhance life under the earth. For the nature 
of the existing underground structures is quite confined in the 
way that hinder people's thinking and the routes linking all the 
metro stations to the entrance above ground are quite boring in 
the sense of movement and nature of space. 
2.1 Physical Conditions 
The territory of Hong Kong lies at the mouth of the Pearl 
River on the coast of southern China and comprises a 
mountainous piece of the Chinese mainland and a number of 
hilly islands in the South China Sea. Though the territory is 
small (60km by 45 km ) its population amounts to 5.8 million 
and its economy, based on trading, focus physical health needs. 
The major criteria when selecting the site as the experimental 
underground space: typology, geological structure, soil 
composition, geomorphology, slope gradient, hydrology, runoff 
water table, altitude, thermal performance and relative humidity, 
orientation and accessibility.financial, and business services, 
manufacturing and tourism, counts for 20 % of China's GDP: 
Hong Kong ranks as the eighth largest trading entity in the 
world.Geological conditions in Hong Kong are generally 
favourable for the construction of rock caverns. 
2.2 Preliminary eeo-tecbnical Assessments of the Potential 
for Underground Space Development in Hong Kong 
Evaluation of the use of underground space is worthwhile in 
land-use planning studies. From the geological point of view: 
• the land conditions in Hong Kong are generally favourable 
for the construction of rock caverns. 
The dominant Mesozoic volcanic and granitic rocks are 
generally very strong and have few major structural 
weaknesses. 
Evolving from the long tradition of hard rock tunneling, a 
number of caverns have been built in Hong Kong during the last 
fifteen years for water supply, rail transport, sewage treatment, 
refuse transfer and storage of explosives. Two types of geo-
technical studies are being used to make preliminary 
assessments of the potential for cavern development. In a Cavern 
Area study (CAS) the suitability of land for cavern development 
is broadly classified from existing information on surface and 
underground developments, engineering geology and topography. 
Once a potential cavern site is identified, a Preliminary 
Engineering Geology study (PEGS) is undertaken to determine 
a suitable location, geometry and access for the cavern and to 
provide a rough coast estimate. A PEGS includes both desk 
study and field assessment of engineering geology. CAS and 
PEGS have been formally included in the Hong Kong 






Hong Kong is dominated by Mesozoic granitoid and volcanic 
rocks, the main types being granites, coarse and fine ash 
tuffs and rhyolitic lavas. 
Below the weathered mantle these are all generally very 
strong, well-jointed rocks lacking major structural weakness, 
except for occasional faults and shear zones. They generally 
form excellent media for excavation. 
.. 
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Given the combination of generally favorable geological 
conditions and a shortage of flat land for development, it is 
worthwhile to evaluate the potential use of the underground 
space in Hong Kong. 
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fig. 2 Principal rock tunnels and caverns 
in Hogn Kong, and associated cavern 




fig. 3 The development area of rock 
caverns for refuse and sewage systems 
in Hong Kong Mout Davis. 
fig. 4 The existing tunnels and SPUN 
studies programe. 
2.4 Use or underground space in Hong Kong 
Hard rock tunneling has been a common feature of 
Hong Kong's development for more than 60 years, driven by 
the needs for water supply, road, rail and sewage transfer 
routes linking the main urban area to the outlying areas of the 
New Territories. The main utility and transportation tunnels in 
rock re shown in the diagram. 
The use of rock caverns in Hong Kong has evolved in conjunction 
with this tunnel development. In 1984, a valve chamber (1 Om 
span, 8m high and 20m long) was excavated in the Western 
Aqueducts tunnels in the New Territories for water supply. Larger 
caverns for the Mass Transit Railway Island Line were completed 
in 1985 at Tai Koo Station (24m span, 16m high, 250m long) 
and at Sai Wan Ho Sub-station (16.5m span, 13m high, 18m 
long). In the early 1990s, recognition of cavern development has 
led to a number of dedicated cavern facilities being built. The 
first was an underground sewage treatment plant at Stanley, in 
southern Hong Kong Island (three caverns of 15m long, up to 
16m high and 130m long). This was commissioned in 1994 . 
Caverns currently under construction include a refuse transfer 
station at Mount Davis on Hong Kong Island (two caverns, the 
largest being 28m span, 12m high, 66m long) and a centerfor 
the storage of explosives on Lantau Island ( 10 caverns each 
13m span, ?m high, 20m long). The locations of the caverns are 
show in diagram 
2.5 Studies for underground space develoament 
The first specific study of cavern development potential in Hong 
Kong was SPUN (study of the potential use of underground 
space), carried out in 1988 by consultants for the Government's 
Gee-technical Engineering Office (GEO) as part of a strategic 
planning study of the whole urban area; initial appraisals were 
made of seven schemes comprising oil and gas storage, a 
warehouse, a container freight station, tractor/trailer park , 
commercial development, a refuse transfer station and a sewage 
treatment works. 
fig- 5 Capital cost and land 
value of seven cavern 
applications considered in 
SPUN (after Ove Amp and 
Partners, 1990) 
Ov^rbmk was £ffmdt to eonsroL 
Excavation by drilh-blast. 
\ 
As part of the SPUN study, feasibility studies were carried out 
for each site covering cavern engineering, fir hazard, planning, 
land policy, environmental impact, building control, and financial 
aspects. The financial appraisal showed that the capital coasts 
of underground and above-ground solutions were about the same 
for five of the seven schemes, and that all except the commercial 
development scheme would become financially beneficial to 
varying degrees in the long term when the value of the surface 
site released for alternative use is taken into account. The overall, 
conclusion was that development of underground space was a 
viable alternative to conventional above-ground development for 
a range of facilities and was worth pursuing. The rfuse transfer 
station now under construction is one of the SPUN schemes. 
2.6 Constraints in underground space design 
Large areas of Hong Kong are intensively developed. Cavern 
development is preferred in areas where land ownership is 
unlikely to become a major issue. In developing the methodology 
for CAS, it was decided early on that the Outline Zoning Plans 
(OZPs) provided by the Government's Planning department 
should provide the initial basis for evaluating suitable cavern sites. 
Based on the OZPs, cavern development is preferred beneath 
areas designated as GB ( green belt), G/l/C ( Government / 
Institution/Community) or 0(0pen Space). This minimizes 
possible future complications arising from land ownership and 
land resumption issues and reduces the chances of more difficult 
and costly engineering being required for excavations beneath 
buildings and other structures. Existing intensively developed 
areas are therefore automatically categorized as having low 
potential for cavern development, due to the proximity of overlying 
structures. The suitability of this land class for cavern 
development could be rated higher in future if simplified 
procedures for resumption of underground strata beneath above-
ground private development can be devised. 
Comprehensive knowledge of existing and committed new 
developments is necessary for a CAS. Obviously this must 
include accurate identification of existing and proposed future 
underground installations, such as tunnel. Any underground 
installations should be surrounded by a protective zone extending 
50m from the outer margin of existing or proposed underground 
structures is adopted for planning purposes. Sensitive structures 
which may imposed constraints on excavation techniques (e.g. 
blasting) also need to be identified. 
2.7 Ground Condition 
I 
The important geological aspects for a CAS are overall rock 
mass quality and major structural defect, e.g. known faults, shear 
zones and major photolineaments. Typical Rock Mass Quality 
r • q) values of 7 to 20 have been suggested for Hong Kong granites 
^ and tuffs and these figures have been broadly confirmed through 
recent tunneling and cavern excavation experience. In general, 
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fresh or slightly weathered igneous and pyrocalstic rocks free of 
major defects would normally be considered fair to good for 
excavation and be given the highest rating for cavern suitability. 
Prominent geological photolineaments are usually the surface 
expression of major faults, but in Hong Kong they can also be 
due to veins, dykes, or sills. Photolineaments are identified using 
aerial photographic interpretation and study of existing reports 
and maps, notably the 1; 20000-scale Solid and superficial 
Geology maps produced by the Hong Kong Geological Survey 
(HKGS) Photolineaments that coincide with inferred or actual 
faults shown on the HKGS maps are included as faults on a 
CAS map. The photolineaments that coincide with inferred or 
actual faults shown on the HKGS maps are included as faults 
on a CAS map. The photolineaments are classified into major, 
intermediate and minor features, depending on their persistence 
and prominence on the aerial photographs. Poorer ground 
conditions in terms of increased jointing, fracturing and 
weathering are generally expected in the vicinity of these features. 
Since little is generally known about their extent with depth, and 
to take account of the possible variation in dip direction of any 
feature, photolineaments are assigned a buffer zone. 
2.8 Open space allocation in Hong Kong 
In Hong Kong, there is always lack of open space, and the ratio 
with the urban dwelling to urban open space is never in balance, 
and the open spaces served as different functions depends on 
different location and different size. For instance, there are 
different scale of open spaces served for different human activities: 
• the large scale: the Hong Kong Park, the Zoological and 
Botanical Garden; 
• sports ground: different podium level open spaces within 
Housing estates, 
• recreational complex: Victoria Park, and Kowloon 
Park, 
• Pocket garden: the leftover space distributed in different 
area, especially some of the construction site before 
building form work starts. 
• Temporary zoned plaza: Chartered road pedestrian 
precinct. 
• Rooftop garden: The flat roof of existing market or 
housing estates. 
2.8.1 Evaluation of deficiencies 
The distribution of existing open space is not enough, due to the 
facUhat land is a scarce commodity in Hong Kong, the balance 
established between open space and road space by the present 
planning standard is only illusive. There is not sufficient open 
space with the existing urban growth development. The existing 
strategy for open space is about 9 hectares of district open 
space and 6 hectares of local open space is allowed for 100,000 
people.( information based on HKPSG, Recreational and Open 
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Space, 1993.p5), however, there is still lack of organized 
development within the developers and land owners. 
2.8.2 Degradation of public open space 
Due to the conflicts with traffic, existing architectural 
form, and competition between amenity space and commercial 
development as a result of rapid city growth. The quality of pocket 
gardens declined. The pocket garden adjacent to the busy traffic 
road is without fresh air and the buffer zone is not enough. 
“Cities have changed without our noticing. Comfortable 
zone benefiting man sensuality has disappeamd, while 
emphasizing more and more the system aspect of 
processing goods and data in a great mass at enormous 
speed. The internal energy which made possible the 
development of urban areas is now destroying modem 
cities and urban spaces.“ 
—Yanashita Sekkei 
2.8.3 Decentralized Open space 
Since the large open space area is mainly located 
outside the commercial districts and the pleasant environment 
is mainly restricted to the people around the green belt area, 
cannot offer the commercial district and business area the 
pleasant pocket gardens for relaxation for the working population. 
2.8.4 Centratized Open space 
The existing pocket gardens within the densely 
populated districts provide little suggestion for longer stay and 
the quality is not satisfactory for the recreational facility provided 
is minimal. Also, most of the open space is without careful design 
and integration with the existing environment that becomes the 
left over space within the urban fabric. 
2.8.5 lack of transitional area 
For this era of speed and efficiency, people commute 
between office and home by Mass Transit Railway, the lack of 
transitional area with no clear direction and the space for travel 
is mainly a boring tunnel with advertisement hanging on the walls. 
The re-definition ofon-grade passage and usage is proposed to 
introduce in the future underground development in order to 
provide continuous expansion of the underground Mass Transit 
railway, more population will rely on this kind of travelling mode. 
The linkage between the surface and levels below will become 
more and more important, therefore, the existing street should 
be transformed to integrate with the new system 
2.9 Hypothesis 
• The separation between vehicular and pedestrian traffic is 
needed in order to provide a better environment for different 
system. 
• The vertical extension and alternative approach of 
redeveloping open space and underground infrastructure. 
To search for a social beneficial development design in 
utilizing the released development potential. 
• To explore the spatial qualities for various activities along a 
vertical plane and deep underground 
• To demonstrate the significance of three-dimensional zoning 
of urban space 
• To explore new pattern of movement through the grade 
separation 
• Also, transitional and new expansion of modern city through 
underground space design is used. 
2.9.1 Conceptualization 
This thesis initiated by the: 
• Coverage the existing air-raid precaution tunnels into cave 
explore experiential space for children. 
• Degradation of urban pedestrian space due to conflicts 
with traffic, existing architectural form, and competition 
between amenity space and commercial development as 
result of rapid city growth. 
• Pursuit of speed and comfort Unking the passage to the 
underground infrastructure 
• Proposed another vertical expansion ofcityto the deep 
underground infrastructure. 
• Suggest a new prototype for different scale of open space 
to make use of the underground space design to integrate 
with the surface in order to reserve more open space and 
reduce the urban density abowe ground at the same time. 
The use of underground spaces can be approached in various 
ways: 
1 • Within the underground possibilities 
2. With respect to spatial form and positioning 
3. With the depth in relation to the ground level 
The key aspects in the process of planning are 
infrastructural facilities and transport system. It includes ‘the 
transporter' and 'the transported' within a city. 
Public and private, surface and subsurface, all energy transport 
as well as communication systems, supply of potable water 
and sewerage. This necessitates an dfficient and apt circulation 
system with arteries and veins that are maintained and suffice 
the demand. 
3.0 e 
Despite extensive coastal reclamation in recent years 
the small territory of Hong Kong is still short of easily-developed 
flat land. Evaluation of the use of underground space is 
worthwhile in land use planning studies. Geological conditions 
in Hong Kong are generally favourable for the construction of 
rock caverns. Therefore development of underground space was 
a viable alternative to conventional above-ground development 
for a range of facilities and was worth pursuing. 
After the fully utilization of the new airport, which most 
of the tourist approach Hong Kong from different countries via 
Route 3 from the new airport. 
Hong Kong is a good example of a modern slope city 
approximately 80 percent of the island is steeply sloped, with 
gradients greater than 1:5. Hong Kong has highly intermixed 
land use. 
3.1 Site Criteria 
The methodology of site selection should be multi-criteria, 
comprehensive, quantitative synthesis combined with 
intuitiveness and imagination, flexibility to adopt changes, and 
analysis. Above all, it should focus on human mental and physical 
health needs. The major criteria when selecting the site as the 
experimental underground space: typology, geological structure, 
soil composition, geomorphology, slope gradient, hydrology, 
runoff, water table altitude, thermal performance and relative 
humidity, orientation and accessibility. 
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3.2 Site Analysis (macroscopic consideration) 
For the increasing demand for commercial uses and 
the need to equate a coherent extension to the Central Business 
District with a coordinated reinforcement of secondary 
commercial spines and nodes with in the districts. 
The achievement of socially and environmentally 
compatible uses whilst preserving as far as possible, the mix of 
trades and small manufacturing concerns within the two districts 
that rely on local connections and which preserve inner urban 
employment opportunities. 
The need to coordinate traffic improvement measures 
and infrastructure upgrading, taking into account updated 
residential and employment projections based on reclamation 
policy and comprehensive redevelopment opportunities. 
Also, the integration of local and district open space 
should serve to make up existing urban area shortfalls. The 
consideration should be given to upgrade the Southern Playground 
as a incorporate active recreational facilities within the proposed 
district. The articulation and punctuate a linked pedestrian and 
open space system. 
The Western District still have substantial urban 
character, and a strong sense of community. Their character is 
firmly associated with a vibrant sense of activity and multi-use 
functions. It is associated with steep terrain and Ladder streets 
whilst in the upper level, there are a number of older buildings of 
special architectural merits like the High Street. 
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3.3 Site constraints (Sai Ying Pun a Sheung Wan) 
here is a major deficiency in the study area, with a 
general shortfall of about 21.58ha, for both districts by new town 
standards. Existing local open space is poorly distributed and 
shortfalls should be reduced on a neighbourhood basis with 
catchments of300-400m. Identified shortfalls in social welfare 
and recreation facilities should be made up by means of provision 
within comprehensive redevelopment schemes and the 
redevelopment of under-utilised Government sites, to cater for 
particular local requirements. There is a particular shortfall in 
facilities for the elderly in Wan Chai and Sai Ying Poon, and this 
is an issue which will need to be addressed in further detailed 
studies. 
In the Western District Traffic study has formulated a 
transport system to handle travel demands in and through the 
district until 1996. For the existing pedestrian movement pattern, 
it tends to be completely divorced from the district open space 
framework. There is no integrated system of activities and 
circulation, and pavement widths, virtually throughout Wan Chai, 
Central and Western District, are inadequate to cope with major 
circulation flows and ground floor shopping activity. The 
introduction of local open space within redevelopment areas, 
well integrated with the urban grain, can help to reinforce 
important directional systems. Comprehensive redevelopment 
allows the possibility of widening rod corridors and introducing 
building set-backs to cater for pavement widening planing strips 
and the introduction of taxi and bus lay-byes. 
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3.4 Site potential development finformation from land 
Development Corporationl-urban renewal strategy 
For Sheung Wan is undergoing tremendous change 
recently as the expansion of the Central Business district, the 
LDC land development corporation is carrying out a series of 
I studies to investigate the urban improvement and development 
‘opportunities throughout the urban area, guided by the Land 
Development Corporation Ordinance. 
From the central district and western area's urban 
renewal development strategy, there are more than 4237 buildings 
in the two study areas of which about 46% were built beforel 966. 
These are normally associated with high building density and 
are generally sub-standard in terms of natural lighting, spacing 
between buildings and ventilation. Although many of these 
buildings are structurally sound, a large number also lack proper 
domestic facilities. An assessment of building conditions was 
carried out by means of surveys during August and September 
1988. This indicates that about 29% of buildings can be described 
as being in decaying or poor/dilapidated condition, and in addition 
30.7% of buildings are in fair condition and might be expected to 
deteriorate further in the coming years. 
For the typology of the existing traffic network linking 
the upper mid-levels to the water front is very inconvenient and 
dangerous with the slope of 1:6. These arteries of pedestrian 
flow is mixing with the traffic flow which potentially endanger 
lives. 
3.5 Constraints in codes and master plan 
The Western District is characterized as having a mix 
of residential and commercial facilities but a relatively low 
percentage of old buildings in poor or dilapidated condition. 
The proposed site is coded as residential and 
commercial mix used area, with the mid-levels coded as mainly 
residential, since there is a new Sai Ying Poon MTR station in 
the near future, as the expansion of the Sheung Wan Station, it 
j ^ l j g g j ^ g ^ j ^ ^ j j g j ^ r e will be a huge pedestrian flow crossin( 
the typology moving down to Sai Ying Poon. For the existing 
linkages between the upper level the sea is quite lack of 
organization, the passages are rare and uncomfortable whereas 
most of them are mainly the back lane and alleys with terrible 
degrading environment. 
3.5.1. Planning and Site Constraints 
a) Territorial Development Strategy 
For this project, there is no specific detail related on 
this strategy, since the territorial development strategy is referred 
to larger scope of area. This planning strategy has little or none 
guideline related on this topic of Underground strategy, 
uses in Rock Caverns is stated in the said guidelines, the 
planning procedure for Rock cavern Development is as follow: 
Base on Chapter 11 of Hong Kong Planning 
Standards and Guideline: 
1. Site Identification by Geotechnical Engineering Office (GEO) 
and Planning Department 
2. Pre-feasibility Studies Carried out by GEO 
3. Planning Studies Co-ordinated by Planning Department 
4. Planning Procedure (Outline Development Plans/ Layout 
5. Project Planning (Public Works Programme) 
6. Land disposal (Allocation or Sale / Grant) 
7. Project Implementation (Public Works Programme / Private 
Lease Conditions (general & special): 
Site is falling within an area zoned "Open space" in the 
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No. S/H3/10 " for open space belongs to Hong Kong Government, 
therefore, there is no lease condition. ’ 
Land Use Study 
The existing use of the site is falling within an area 
zoned "Open space" in the "Approved Sai Ying Pun & Sheung 
Wan Outline Zoning Plan No. S/H3/10’ therefore, for this project, 
it is controlled by the Sai Ying Pun & Sheung Wan Outline 
zoning plan no.S/H3/10,1996. 
Land use distribution in Sai Ying Pun and Sheung Wan 
district 
Area % 
Commercial 34.61 ha 36 
23 Residential (A) 22.19 
Residential (B) nil 
Residential (C) 0.58 0.6 
Comprehensive development area 0.41 ha 0.4 
Govenment/lnstitution/Community 12.4ha 12 
Open Space 11.57ha 12 
other Specified Uses 11.28ha 11 
Land Development Corporation(LDC) 2.54ha 2.6 
95.5ha 100 
From the above and use distribution table, it shows that the 
open space allocation in this district of Sai Ying Pun and Sheung 
Wan is around 12% of the total area. The proportion of commercial 
area is increasing since 80s, for the reclammation and the new 
West harhour tunnel, the business district expands from Central. 
Open Spoce Provision 
/ 7 
HKPSGShortfc* 
G/IC Uses and Open Space 
The existing and committed provision of major facilities 
is generally adequate to meet the needs of the projected 1997 
population. There is a major deficiency in both district adn local 
open space within the two study areas, with a general shortfall 
of about 21.58 ha. Existing local open space is poorly distributed 
and shortfalls should be reduced on a 'neighbourhood' basis with 
catchments of 300-400m. Identified shortfalls in social welfare 
adn recreation facilities should be made up by means of provision 
within comprehensive redevelopment schemes and the 
redevelopment of under-utilised Government sites, to cater for 
particular local requirements. There is a particular shortfall in 
facilities for hte elderly in Sai Ying Pun, and this is an issue 
which will need to be addressed. 
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b) Outline Zoning Plan 
The statutory plans are prepared by the Town Planning 
Board to control the development in Hong Kong. To provide 
effective guidance and control. Under Section 16 (d), of the 
Buildings Ordinance, the Building Authority may refuse to give 
its approval to any plans for building works which would 
contravene any approved or draft plans prepared under the Town 
Planning Ordinance. 
VHVLOCm • »OK T8 92»9* 22 «l 
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Site Analysis 
Pedestrain flow pattern 
The pedestrain flow are mainly along the small alley and the 
back lane of the tenanment house 
The retaining wall blocking the linkage between the alleys and lower part of the site. 
Site Analysis 
The following issues are the main concern in this thesis proposal: 
such as to redefine the relationship of space with time; create 
new usage for underground architecture together with the above 
architecture; Circulation with the urban fabric, 
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Site Analysis 
Danger Zone 
There are some hawkers and food stores along the danger and steep slop, 
with (1:6 ratio). There was a serious traffic accident at the intersection between 
Eastern Road and High Street 1st. 
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3.6.1. Historical Background and records 
The tunnel network was constructed by the Hong Kong 
Government between 1940 and 1941, the works being carried 
out under the head of "P.W.E. General Works-4-Miscellaneous 
Tunnel Works". It is possible that Messrs. Marsman Hong Kong 
China Ltd. Who produced Drawing No.26 showing plan of these 
tunnels were the contractors for this work. Unfortunately the 
date of this drawing is missing, however, faint traces of alternative 
stair layouts suggest that the body of it was produced prior to 
the construction of the tunnels, though it is not inconceivable 
that the final layout shown was produced at a considerably later 
date. This drawing and other records suggest that this tunnel 
network was not completed. 
When inspected in 1946 the access tunnels to this 
network were found to have collapsed. Some handing over notes 
of May 1953 indicate that the tunnel forming the current access 
to the network was driven at about this time. Some other record 
refer to a drainage tunnel being driven during 1947 at one of the 
larger networks that was found to be flooded and it is tentatively 
assumed that this refers the Hospital Road network. 
At this time collapses in the adjacent tunnel network 
are causing considerable concern, especially as the overlying 
buildings were showing signs of distress. At the Hospital Road 
network, sections of the two staircases leading onto Hospital 
Road were also partially collapsed. It was proposed to send an 
engineer to the United Kingdom to purchase drilling, grouting, 
and concrete mixing and pumping equipment. This order was 
placed in 1947 and the equipment arrived in 1948. No records 
have been located which indicate when the placing of the 
considerable quantity of 
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fig. 1 Typical cross-section of rock 
caverns used for different facilities in 
Hong Kong 
fig-2 Cross-section sketches of first 
generation rock caverns in HK and the 
Olympic ice hockey cavern at Gjovik in 
Norway. 
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were at this time the responsibility of the Roads and Tunnel 
Department of the P.W.D., were inspected and surveyed, and 
that drawings were produced of these. Although no P.W.D. 
drawing of this network has been located, plans of this network 
were sent to the Department of Medical Service in 1950 in 
connection with a proposed utilization of the ARP tunnel s in 
Hong Kong as part of the Civil Aid Scheme. This network was 
excluded from the scheme and became the responsibility of the 
Drainage Department of the P.W.D. other services or installations. 
This network was not included in the list of those utilized by the 
AMS and therefore contains none of the Fixtures normally 
associated with that function. 
The Ground surfaces overlying the network were 
inspected and the various slopes analyzed. Only the slope 
between the Tsan Yuk Hospital and the Jockey Club Clinic was 
found to have a factor of safety lower than that recommended by 
GCO in their draft 'Construction on Slopes Manual' for its 
particular hazard rating. However, other slopes showed signs of 
poor maintenance and will require action in that regard. The 
surfacing of the car park above the access tunnel has cracked 
revealing voids beneath which are believed to be associated with 
collapses that previously occurred in that tunnel. This will require 
further examination to confirm the supposition. Although a definite 
assessment could not be made of the drain would endanger the 
slope between the Tsan Yuk Hospital and the Jockey Club Clinic. 
« 4 
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Sha Tin portai 
3.6.2. Geology of the existing site (Kiing George memorial 
park) 
The Hospital Road tunnel network lies wholly within the 
Hong Kong Granite, which is coarse grained and is typically 
colored pinkish gray to gray, the degree of weathering within the 
granite vary, resulting in completely decomposed, to fresh granite 
together with the intervening stages of weathering being present 
within and in the immediate vicinity of the tunnel network. The 
tunnel network lies just beyond the Northern extremely of the 
fan shaped colluvium deposit which runs down from one slope of 
Victoria Park. 
Diamond HiO portal 
i """"1 r ~ i i 
SWnofcAin formation ―rained granrt. Metfum n^ed grant. 
I Poiphynlic rtiyofito Fault Khm 
Looking from junction 17 showing unlined 
tunnel with a copit concrete floor. Note that mass 
concrete horseshoe shaped and strengthening 
to tunnel in the background adn staining to 
the tunnel indicating previous water levels in 
Showing the cast instumas concrete 
strengtheniing to junction 3 note the bore hole 
in the background and the staming of the 
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4.0 Ciient & User Profile 
Client will be the provisional Urban Council, for most of 
the air-raid precaution tunnels are belonged to the Provisional 
Urban Council, the other one will be the Regional Council de-
pends on different specific air-raid precaution tunnels. 
4.1 Research organizational 
The Research Institute: 
Center for underground building (COB) (Gonda, Netherlands) 
Department of underground construction Delft Technical 
University 
The Forum for underground Construction (FORS) has been 
established 
Underground Space Center In Minneapolis, USA 
International Tunneling Association (ITA) 
Union International des Architects (UIA) 





Hong Kong strikes people as being a vertically-oriented 
city. In an urbanized city like Hong Kong, also, scarcity of land 
and the idea of underground expansion is a logical extension of 
the existing scenario. For the international movement toward 
the use of underground space is steadily growing, existing and 
future high level technology, along with urban growth, suggest 
that there will be further development of this movement and 
more diversified underground land uses. Contemporary usage 
of below ground space is becoming increasingly diversified, yet 
currently, it is still limited mainly to storage, garages, and 
utilities. While the numerous practical benefits of geo-space 
have recently led to the construction of some underground 
schools, libraries, shopping centers, transportation, art halls, 
and shelters for defense, there is still a general reluctance 
towards underground housing due to its negative connotation. 
Thoughtful design can contribute significantly to altering 
the psychological constraints and biased negative attitudes that 
have been inherited from the indigenous communities that used 
the below ground space in the past. 
With accelerated urbanization throughout the world, 
skyrocketing urban land prices, increased physical urbarl 
expansion of infrastructure, and other associated factors, the 
increased usage of below ground space has become Inevitable. 
From the technical point of view, the Americans, 
Japanese, Swedish, and others have proved that such usage is 
certainly feasible. However, further research and innovative design 
concepts, especially in the areas of working conditions, health 
benefits physically and mentally, sleeping conditions, creative 
accomplishments’ and psychological impact, are needed in order 
to improve the usage of underground space a completely viable 
option for the future. 
For there are so many abandoned or so-called disused 
air-raid precaution tunnels, these underground space was used 
for civil defense in the past and now regarded as useless 
antiquities. By revitalizing these abandoned space, these 
spaces can now become new experiences for public. 
With the infrastructure between the earth and silicon, which 
this thesis attempts to push the limits of underground 
architecture to establish a new and potentially exciting realm. 
The thesis proposed an alternative spatial experience and usage 
of underground space. 
6.0 G o a l s 
The design is act as the urban web and the intent is to 
create different activity nodes for introducing different 
spatial experiences of the urban city. Moreover, by using 
the abandoned architecture such as the existing air-
raid precaution tunnels as the means of exploring the 
past. 
To divide space into different layers by intruding 
interventions in between levels of the city. 
The Intervention of space can provide addition passion 
of experiencing the underground city. 
Issues 
The following issues are the main concern in this thesis 
proposal: such as to redefine the relationship of space with 
time; create new usage for underground architecture together 
with the above architecture; Circulation with the urban fabric: 
6.1 Comfort desiipn 
Goal-
The underground space should be not only be physically 
comfortable but psychologically comfortable. When the users 
are going into the subterranean space, they should feel 
comfortable in the sense as on the ground surface without 
uneasiness and dis-orientation. 
mmu Re-
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The design of passage should be easily accessible and 
welcoming for the expected users will be the tourists and 
community. There should be distinctive elements like the 
distinctive townscape of streets above ground allow people to 
recognize their position and direction. 
Since one of the most important roles of the 
underground center has been the public space it provides for 
pedestrians and its substitute for the sidewalk above ground, it 
should be valued by the same standards as the sidewalk 
6.3 Vismmtv entrance designl & amidina profile 
Goal-
When appropriate to the building function, create 
a distinct overall building image. Articulate building boundaries 
and exposed architectural elements to clarify the building's 
location and extent. The building should provide a clear, legible 
entrance that can be recognized from a distance along major 
paths of approach. 
6-4 Spatial configuration 
Goal-
The interior layout should be easy to understand, thereby 
enhancing orientation as well as emergency egress, also, the 
arrangement of space should have distinct image within the 
building to compensate for the lack of image outside. Develop a 
layout and spatial configuration that contributes to creating a 
stimulating, varied indoor environment to compensate for a lack 
of windows, Create a stimulating environment form the point of 
view of people occupying the facility as well as people passing 
through. 
Re-
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6.5 Mgming 
Goal-
Provide appropriate levels of illumination to enhance 
visual clarity and facilitate all activities,. Spaces should be well 
lighted offset associations with darkness underground, also 
provide natural light whenever possible design of artificial lighting 
systems to simulate the characteristics of natural light. 
6.6 Safety 
Goal-
Minimize hazardous, combustible material or separate 
them from occupied areas 
Construct a fire-resistant building where appropriate. Also for 
the underground space design, systems for early detection 
should be installed to detect the emergencies and alarm systems 
with directive information for occupants. 
Performance Requirements (PR) and Diagram of ideas 
k.MiOW CAC 
m t r c i U A 
a) Comfort design 
Goal 
The underground space should be not only be physically 
comfortable but psychologically comfortable. When the users 
are going into the subterranean space, they should feel 
comfortable in the sense as on the ground surface without 
uneasiness and dis-orientation. 
P.R. 
• Use high ceilings and broad paces 
• Introduce natural light and landscape 
• Devise a plan that would lessen monotony and add interest. 
b)Circulation 
Goal 
The design of passage should be easily accessible and 
welcoming for the expected users will be the tourists and 
community. There should be distinctive elements like the 
distinctive townscape of streets above ground allow people to 
recognize their position and direction. 
Since one of the most important roles of the underground center 
has been the public space it provides for pedestrians and its 
substitute for the sidewalk above ground, it should be valued by 
the same standards as the sidewalk. 
P.R. 
Use high ceilings and broad paces 
Introduce natural light and landscape 
Re-
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• Devise a plan that would lessen monotony and add interest. 
c) Visibility ( entrance design) & building profile 
Goal 
When appropriate to the building function, create a distinct overall 
building image. Articulate building boundaries and exposed 
architectural elements to clarify the building's location and extent. 
The building should provide a clear, legible entrance that can be 
recognized from a distance along major paths of approach. 
P.R.: Give the entrance a sense of place by creating variety and 
complexity in the entry approach that stimulates curiosity and 
heightens experience. 
RR.: When the underground facility is entered thorough adjacent 
above or below grade buildings, create a distinct entrance 
demarcaion where people cross into the facility. 
RR.: Provide a graceful transition to lower level 
P.R.: Make the entrance area and vertical circulation spacious 
and well lighted 
P.R.: Use the entrance to establish a visual connection between 
the exterior surface environment and the building interior. 
Ideas: 
• For the terraced Building with a hillside entrance. On sites 
with sloping terrain, build underground facilities into hillsides 
so they can be entered horizontally without any downward 
vertical circulation./ 
• For caverns built beneath hilly terrain, enter through horizontal 
tunnels in addition to or instead of vertical shafts 
• Entrances through a sunken courtyard or plaza, on the flat 
site where there is no above grade building mass, ever 
through a sunken courtyard. 
• Open air structures over stairways and escalators. Place 
open air structures over entrance stairways and escalators 
rot create an identifiable image and see the transition into 
the facility. 
• Entrance through large above grade building mass, enter an 
underground facility through an above grade building mass 
either an adjacent building or built as part of the underground 
structure. 
• Place stairways, ramps and escalator in open multistory 
spaces to enhance orientation and improve the transition 
from above to below grade. 
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The interior layout should be easy to understand, thereby 
enhancing orientation as well as emergency egress, also, the 
arrangement of space should have distinct image within the 
building to compensate for the lack of image outside. Develop a 
layout and spatial configuration that contributes to creating a 
stimulating, varied indoor environment to compensate for a lack 
of windows, Create a stimulating environment form the point of 
view of people occupying the facility as well as people passing 
through. 
layout and spatial configuration that contributes to creating a 
stimulating, varied indoor environment to compensate for a lack 
of windows, Create a stimulating environment form the point of 
view of people occupying the facility as well as people passing 
through. 
layout and spatial configuration that contributes to creating a 
stimulating, varied indoor environment to compensate for a lack 
of windows, Create a stimulating environment form the point of 
view of people occupying the facility as well as people passing 
through. 
P.R.: The system of paths, activity nodes and .landmarks should 
be introduced in order to improve orientation and provide a 
stimulating environment ’ arrange the layout of an underground 
building 
P.R.: The design of each space should enhance the feeling of 
spaciousness by manipulating room size and shape. 
P.R_: Use short, lively passageways, to eliminate long, 
windowless corridors as much as possible to enhance the lively 
environment. 
Ideas: 
Mirrors are used in order to reflect light and to create a 
feeling of spaciousness especially in the confined 
underground area. 
Clear systems of signs and maps in the underground 
facilities, to assist in way finding and maintaining spatial 
orientation. 
Use color to provide visual stimulation, warmth, and to 
enhance spaciousness in underground environments and 
applied lines, patterns, and textures on enclosing surfaces 
in underground facilities to enhance spaciousness and create 
visual interest. Vertical lines on wall increase the perception 
of ceiling height, while diagonal lines on floors make spaces 
seem larger. Surface with patterns and textures composed 
of finer elements seem farther away than those with bolder 
elements. 
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Terraced or hillsuU structure. 
Deep basement. 
e) Lighting 
Provide appropriate levels of illumination to enhance visual clarity 
and facilitate all activities,. Spaces should be well lighted offset 
associations with darkness underground, also provide natural 
light whenever possible , design of artificial lighting systems to 
simulate the characteristics of natural light. 
P.R.: The design of each space should enhance the feeling of 
spaciousness by manipulating room size and shape. 
P.R_: Use short, lively passageways, to eliminate long, 
windowless corridors as much as possible to enhance the lively 
environment. 
Ideas: 
• Mirrors are used in order to reflect light and to create a 
feeling of spaciousness especially in the confined 
underground. 
• Skylights and wall panels with artificial backlighting, place 
artificial lighting above translucent skylights and wall panels 
to create the illusion of natural light entering the space. 
Create varied patterns of light and shadow in underground 
building to provide visual stimulation, to define social spaces, 
and to highlight pathways and landmarks that will aid in 
orientation. 
Cut-md-ccrver structure with sloped sides. 
Large-fcale terraced structur 
Shallow atrium (courtyard). 
Deep atrium. 
Cylindriad deep atriu 
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f) Safety 
Minimize hazardous, combustible material or separate them from 
occupied areas 
Construct a fire-resistant building where appropriate. Also for 
the underground space design, systems for early detection 
should be installed to detect the emergencies and alarm systems 
with directive information for occupants. 
RR.: Safe vertical egress like stairwells and elevators to maximize 
safe vertical egress. Make egress stairwells enclosed, smoke-
proof ventilate, and open in the center to provide visual access. 
Elevators used for egress in deeper facilities require enclosed, 
smoke-proof, ventilated lobbies with voice communication to the 
surface. 
P.R.: Use short, lively passageways, to eliminate long, 
windowless corridors as much as possible to enhance the lively 
environment. 
ideas: 
• Mirrors are used in order to reflect light and to create a 
feeling of spaciousness especially in the confined 
underground. 
• Skylights and wall panels with artificial backlighting, place 
artificial lighting above translucent skylights and wall panels 
to create the illusion of natural light entering the space. 
• Create varied patterns of light and shadow in underground 
building to provide visual stimulation, to define social spaces, 
and to highlight pathways and landmarks that will aid in 
orientation. 
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7.1 Design Program 
Of Abandoned Architecture 
Schedule of Activities 
1 Components Elements Intent ion 
: : ( . • . ’ 
Air-raid tunnel Children museum 
To make use of the existing disused 
tunnel as education to the children of the 
past in Hong Kong. 
Recreational activities Jogging path along the linkage 
To link the upper level and the waterfront 
towards the new developed MTR station 
below ground level to separate the traffic 
and pedestrian usage. 
Open theatre Public film show 
1 
To bring lives inside the underground 
space and have a different experience of 
leisure space. 
Create a leisure space for the youth. 
The cyber cafe and 
side walk cafe along 
the atrium 
A open large 
central atrium 
As the heart of the underground space 
which is used as the linkage between the 
above ground and below ground space. 




along the linkages 
between the upper 
ground and below 
Flexible exhibition hall, for feasible 
display of different field, for example 
architectural forum and contemporary art 
display. 
- -
Theme retail shops Tourist attraction 
On of the main theme to attract people 
experience the below ground spaces and 
inspired people with their own 
experience of space. 
Transitional area 
• — — L 
Between all odes 
of targeted 
activities space 
Also, linking the transportation network 
below ground. 
i 
Remark: For visitors/ customers are not primarily concerned with the 
presence of openings and views. 
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7.2 Schedule ofAGGommodaUon 





Chi ldren 's place 
Air-raid tunnel 
Children's place 20-50 children 




Jogging path along 
the linkage 
3 
Along the cross section of mid-level to 
Sai Ying Poon ( street) 
About 1000 m 
30 
Concourse lobby 300 
1 Open theatre | 
Open theatre 
Open plaza with 
entertainment 
Technical room 
Make up room 
Public utilities 
workshops 












The cyber cafe and 
side walk cafe along 
the atrium 








Retail shops Tourist attraction 3600 




along the linkages 
between the upper 





coordi 3tion office 
• Pedestrian leisure & circulation area 
Public feature orientation device 





Environmental Fac"i ties 
Air-treatment plant 
Solar energy collection 
and conversion 
Sea water cooling 
plant 
Approp.1500 subject to system design 
As appropriate 900 
Transitional area 
Between all nodes 
of targeted 
activities space 
Below the upper garden 
Mechanical private 320 
1 
WSM 
H B H 
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Mainly for children 
Cave explore 
Exhibits showing the 
primitive layout of 
dwelling 
Transfer ( Upper) 
With side-walk cafeteria 













linkage the underground 
networks and system 
Pocket garden 
Along the old urban 
fabric 
Open space 
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